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Kindergarten, fi rst, and second graders celebrated a trimester of being 
good students, friends, and members of the AE/MS community. We went 
to the Proctor Ski Area and hiked the trails and the meadow. We hunted 
for rocks and looked for animals. We found little newts, insects, moose 
tracks, and Hannah French was startled by a rare salamander (the black 
spotted kind) that “looked like a gecko … only very overweight!” 

In the photo (l-r), Koty Lorden, Todd Holman, and Hayden Buswell lead 
the pack. Photo and caption: Gretchen Hildebrand

By Carmen Bates
Andover PTO

The PTO started a project to have 
some of the students’ favorite books 
painted on murals to beautify the school 
library walls. The kids were asked by 
grade what their favorite book is and 
why they loved it. It is a way of display-
ing the book and to spark their imagina-
tion and get them interested in reading.  

There are three murals complete and 
hung in the library. Now we need more 
local artists to paint some other murals 
that are supplied by AE/MS. 

If you are interested in sharing your 
talent and having your art displayed at 
AE/MS for many future generations of 
students and staff to enjoy, then please 
call Carmen at 735-5589 or Jane Slayton 
at 735-5494.

This completed mural hangs in the 
AE/MS library. Photo: Carmen Bates
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With Memorial Day on their minds, (l-r) Killian White, Curtis Chamberlain, 
and John Maynard constructed an impromptu memorial in the playground 
during recess at AE/MS. Photo: Jane Slayton
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